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Nature of Things

From the Editor

As I was going through some
old papers, I came across a letter by Baba Amte of India. In it,
Baba wrote words of advice and
encouragement to his grandson, Digant, who had decided to
dedicate his life to social work, in
the footsteps of his parents and
grandparents. Digant had chosen
to use his medical degree to help
improve the health and wellbeing of leprosy patients and of
poverty-stricken tribal people in
Central India.

erwise remain needy. Most governments all over the world have
failed to meet the basic needs of
their citizens.
We have another unmet need
-to have our voices heard and
to feel loved. Here in Eugene,
two friends, Forrest and Tricia,
are trying to make a difference
in the community by creating a
nature sanctuary with a beautiful
organic garden, and also through
their art, music and work.
Recently, they made a Peace on
Earth Begins with Us card to
share with everyone.

Baba Amte is an internationally-respected social worker in
his 90s. All his life, he has been
Art by Harry VVebb, 13, Michigan.
a tireless advocate for the environment, human rights and community development.
I was deeply touched by his words of care and
How
concern, as he congratulated his grandson:

Spring Greetings! ~fUN'\---.,

to Live in Peace

P

"In modern times youngsters are tempted to
work in haste for quick results. But in this fast
working world, leprosy-affected people, the disabled, and our illiterate tribal brothers are our coworkers. In any social and community work, one
has to take everyone along. Cooperative efforts are
needed for the success of any project. That is possible when all work single-mindedly. Only love can
ensure this oneness. Dedicated hard work, accepted
voluntarily, gives happiness.

Nurture a deep sense of place, purpose and passion. Sustain this in your heart,
home, community and world.

"Service is a deceptive word. No man ever
serves anybody when he does it with a purpose.
Real service is rendered when it develops one's
personality and gives pure happiness through it.

C

"Sometimes you must become a student and a
seeker of knowledge. One can learn many things
from a commoner who enriches our lives.
"To forgive and forget is the key for a successful
life."
We all have basic human needs-food, clothing and shelter. Many social service organizations
(thanks to folks like Baba Amte and countless others) offer helping hands to people who would othMar. - Apr. 2008

E Emulate people who inspire you. Bring
more joy, hope and beauty into the world. Show
heartfelt kindness, love, respect and generosity.

A

Apply the law of attraction Ask for
what yOH really want and need. Believe you can
achieve your worthy dreams.

Practice compassion and cooperation. Help those in need; avoid conflict~. Minimize
judgements and criticism. Be honest. Uphold nonviolent thinking and actions-patience, acceptance,
understanding, forgiveness and prayer. Respect and
honor the diversity of wltures and nature.

E

Take it easy and enjoy life! Smile ciften;
be cheeiful. Relax and instill calmness; live simply
and savor each moment with fitll gratitude.
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- Tr-icia Clark-McDowell and Dr. C. Forrest
McDoll!ellJounders, Cortesia Sanctuary. For more
information, please contact: www.onesanctuary.com.
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What's (§)n Y~ur Mind?
D,oJl. 't G'w,tt

Dark Girl

Up.. Ku.p. 7Juji.n.g,

Don't look at me,
I am a dark girl.
I am tired of being
The darkest person
In my class.
It seems everybody
Is lighter than me.
I am as dark as Hershey chocolate,
A night without a moon,
A black bear that Ii ves in caves.

I've made up my mind, I have to learn to do it.
No matter what it takes, how long, how difficult it
is. Not even if I never see another day again, I have
to do it. I got on the monster with two wheels,
grabbed it by its horn and wrestled against the
beast trying to get a hold of it. It keeps falling over
and over, trying to get me off its back. But no, I
am determined to battle this beast to the end, to
tame it. But after falling over and over, scraping my
knees, shin and chin, I am about to give up. But I
can't. How can I give up now? If I give up now, I
will never forgive myself.

I tell myself
Black is beautiful.
I jump on its back once again, not letting go of
I say to myself,
its rubber-like horn, and the sun beating down on
Black is beautiful.
my face so hot that I can hear my brain fizzle up
I am strong
inside. My body is drenched in my own sweat, all
I want peace
sticky and oily. But I use all my strength to balance
I like to dance
myself on its back; I use my feet to pedal as hard as
I need respect
I can. I am constantly thinking "I cannot give up; I
I am a daughter of God.
have to do it." I keep falling over, getting up, falling
Look at me,
over, getting up, wiping blood off my knees, falling
I am a dark girl.
over and getting up. It seems like I'm repeating the
-Melshonn Iyanna Canada, 13, Missouri.
trials over and over again until infinity.
She adds: "Ifind that writing encourages me to be honest. "
But my skills are getting better. I can stay on
its back now, or maybe it's starting to like me. It's
taking me any direction I want. Wow. .. the feeling
of finally doing something that seemed impossible
makes me feel like walking on the moon.
I can't believe I did it. I finally tamed it; I have
finally learned to ride a bike!
-Huynh Nguyen, 15, grade 10, originally from
Vietnam, lives in Washington. He adds, "When I was little
I really wanted to ride a bike because all the kids in my
neighborhood were riding bikes around the street. So I was
deterlllined to learn how to ride one. I didn't think it was
that hard but it turns out to be the hardest thing ever. I spend
the whole day trying to ride the bike. I started practicing at 8
in the lIlorning and it took me 13 hours in the street trying
to ride a bike. It was summer so the heat !IJas unbearable. A
lot of tillles I just !IJanted to give up because I was so tired
and I had scraped Illy knees and elbOlIJS so lIla/lY tillles. But
at the end of the day I.finally did it. I have to tell you, it was
the IIlOSt exhilarating lIloment in Illy life. SO 1l0W every time
I.face a d[[ficult obstacle I just don't give up because I believe
that if I keep on trying I will overcome it. "
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Curiosity and Requests
Oh God, how did you create such a beautiful earth
And a universal system of birth and death?
Please God, would you make me understand
How you could create affection and love?
I'm eager to know how you made rivers and oceans
Which never feel tired or stopped in motion
Please God bless human beings to be like an ocean
To make progress and show peaceful vision
Oh God, how did you create such a natural beauty
That attracts living souls as magnetic poetry
Please God bless the people and teach us a way
To create peace and keep this world out of war
I'm eager to know how unity was formed among stars
Which gives wonderful vision and has huge power
Please God bless the people to unite like stars
So we may be able to solve all our problems.
-Raila Thappa, 17, lives in an orphange in Nepal.
He loves to write and wants to be a poet.
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Wh~t's

Chinese Negro
Boom ... boom ... boom, I bounced the ball three
times in a row. I slowly looked up at the ten-foot tall
orange basketball hoop. I inhaled and exhaled. Raised
the ball to chest level like it was all a routine and ...
" ... he is a Chinese Negro" came a shout from under
the hoop where Ross, our team's biggest center, stood.
Never before had I been called a name based on
my ethnicity. So when I was called a "Chinese Negro"
I didn't know how to respond. Should I hit him square
in the face for saying such a rude remark or should I
just ignore him and focus on the shot? I was stunned,
petrified and confused. I was playing for a traveling
team named the San Francisco Rebels, which consisted
mostly ofAfrican-American boys.
My feelings were mixed because I felt like I had
been insulted and accepted at the same time. Insulted
because I took this as a cruel nickname, and accepted
because maybe he was referring to me as one of their
own. I was taken back because I didn't know what he
was trying to imply. However, I was reassured when my
teammate told me after practice that his comment was
a compliment.
The meanings of words often change depending
on the context or situation in which they are used. I
think that they could become words of brotherhood or
of acceptance when people of the same race use them
towards each other. At times, the person who gets called
this, accepts it like a name and uses it to describe himself. Then, at this point, the insult is not really offensive
anymore. While they are also used as put-downs even by
persons of the same race. During the season my teammates often called each other Ni***rs, and me the
"Chinese Ni***r."
There is a fine line between classifying and hateful words like Negro and Ni***r. Negro is a word
that means a person with black colored skin in Spanish
and Portuguese, while Ni***r is a racial slur against
people of Black ancestry. The meaning and spelling
of the word has changed throughout its evolution,
from Negro or Neger to Negar and finally to Ni***r.
However, one word (Ni***r) is more hurtful than the
others.
People often associate a racial slur or a hate term
with a stereotype, like a Negro and Ni***r is supposed
to be a rap artist, a sports star or a gang member. This is
an example of labeling different people based on their
ethnic background. Don't judge a person by the color
Mar. - Apr. 2008

(€)n Y(§)'Ur Mind?

of their skin or by the stereotypes used against them,
but by who they are.
People and their dreams are usually overcome by
these beliefs on each race. Little boys and girls try to
live up to what people stereotype about their race and
not who they want to be. They can't be a doctor, an
architect, a designer or a banker because they're afraid
of what will happen to them next. Not knowing any
other way to grow up, they become what the stereotype is, whether it's right or wrong.
When we use derogatory words to call others, people feel that your intentions are to offend them. In my
case at the Rebels, it wasn't their intention to hurt me
but to accept me as one of their own.
I looked at this new nickname as a sign of acceptance or a membership card proving that I belong-a
sign of brotherhood and acknowledgment; a sign that
when you're on the court, all the stereotypes and problems seem to disappear because when the starting five
stand on the battleground, you stand as one.
Boom...boom ... boom, I bounced the ball. I looked
around me and saw my team; I didn't see a Negro or a
Ni***r among them. I saw my friends.

'*

-Ethan Lee, 12, Chinese American, California.

Comments by Our Board Member
When I moved from Chicago to Oregon 26
years ago, the Ni word was flowing very freely back
and forth among African Americans. I even used it
more than a few times in speaking to family members. But when one or two close friends, who happened to be White, used it on me I was immediately
offended. I flat-out told them that they could not call
me that no matter how close of a friend they were!
Changing states and neighbors forced me to analyze
how I really felt about this word. This word should
no longer be in use among friends, family nor enemies. One can certainly understand Ethan's confusion
when he was called a Chinese Negro. He didn't know
if this was meant to be an insult or a compliment. The
educated community should have stopped using the
word years ago, especially people on TV and radio.
With the exception of films, plays and novels portraying that period (to give the piece authenticity), this
word should not be used. Let's end the confusion and
put this word behind us, where it belongs.

Skipping Stones

-Paulette Ansari, African American educator, Oregor!.
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'* '* '* Preguntas
"~Como

propiciar un encuentro con los grupos
etnicos para caminar juntos por caminos nuevos de relaciones mutuas y justas? ~Como lavar nuestra discriminacion y disminuir substancialmente los desni-veles
economicos y sociales que par generaciones nos han
separado? ~Como generar actitudes nuevas, de-rrumbando nuestro egoismo? ~Como crear con gran imaginacion relaciones economicas que no vuelvan a generar
la depauperizacion y la muerte?
"Estas son las preguntas a las que estamos llamados a
dar respuestas claras y verdaderamente practicas."

...1,

'.'

Questions

'* '* '*

"How can we come together in an encounter with
ethnic groups so that we can walk together 0/1 new paths
oj l11utual and jllst relations? How can we wash away ollr
discrimination and substantially redllce the economic and
social disparities that have separated liS Jor generatiom?
How can we generate new attitudes, throw off our egoism?
How, with great imagination, can we create economic relations that do not continlle to generate poverty and death?
These are the qllestions Jor which we are called to
give clear and trllly practical answers.
11

-Bishop Samllel Rlliz, San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico. Translated by Peg Morton, Oregon.

Being A True Friend

Acknowledgements

have learned that being a true friend is important
because of one situation when some of my friends and
I were playing on the playground. When a girl with a
disability, who was a little different, came up to us and
asked if she could play with us, my friend said, "No, we
already have enough people, and you are kind of weird."
I told my friend that was very mean and rude. Then
I went up to the girl and told her that I was sorry for
my friend's rude behavior, and she could play with me
any time that she wanted.
I think kids at school do mean things just to be
noticed. It takes a very strong person to do the opposite
and not to be the same as everyone else. My parents
always taught me to put myself in the other people's
shoes and to see how I would feel if it were me. We live
in a challenging world that seems to be all about competition to be the very best at everything that we do.
I hope that kids and teens everywhere are true and
kind friends because it will help me and others to grow
to be better people. I also hope that as I continue to
grow up and make new friends I will always be true to
them as I hope they will be for me.
-Sarah Prim, grade 7, Penmylvania.
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Drulnbeal in Our Feel
An interview with Batoto

Yetu African Dance Troupe

jillio LeitCio foullded alld choreographs the childrell's Africall dallce
grollp, Batoto Yetll. Drumbeat in Ollr
Feet is a children's picture book abollt
Batoto Yetll. The allthor., Patricia Keeler.,
talked I//ith jltlio QIld his dancers ;'1 the
troupe for her book.

brightly colored cloth, around
our waists.
Devonte: For performances, we
wear grass skirts. We paint our
arms, legs and stomachs with
white dots. Each dot stands for a
dancer that came before us.

Patricia: Julio, how did you learn
to dance?

Patricia: What is a performance
like?

Julio:

I was born in Angola, in
Africa. I learned to dance from my
mother and grandmother. Because
of the civil war, my mother, siblings, and I had to flee Angola
when I was very young. My
grandmother remained behind.

Sydney: We do a lot of different
dances.

My family made its way to
Portugal, where for a time we lived in an abandoned
jail. Eventually, I moved to New York to train in classical ballet at the Dance Theater of Harlem.
After I left Angola, in my dreams I walked through
my father's garden and smelled the lemon grass. That's
the way you survive when you don't have a homeyour dreams, and the music and dance, keep you going.
Patricia: How did the children's African dance group
Batoto Yetu begin?

Julio: In

1990, I was teaching African dance to adults at
the National Black Theater in New York City. I noticed
children watching from the sidelines who couldn't stop
moving their feet to the rhythm of the drums.

A week later I went to a Harlem playground and began
teachirlg dance to the seven children I met there. Sillce then
more thall 2, 000 children, ages 5 to 18, have participated in
Batoto Yetu African Dallce 'Troupe.
Patricia: (to dancers) What is it like dancing for Julio?
Sydney: I think he's a wonderful teacher. He takes it
step by step to make it easier.
Cltanell: Here you can show how you feel throughout
the movement.
Patricia: What do you wear?
Cltanell: For dance practice, we tie kitengues, lengths of

Mar. - Apr. 2008

Devonte: Some dances tell stories, like moving to a new home
or growing up. Some dance steps
look like how animals move.
Sometimes, we move like a snake
or a monkey or an elephant.
Danielle: My favorite performance is called Nzinga.
Nzinga was a famous African queen.

Julio:

In the late 1500s, the Portuguese wanted to
establish a colony in present-day Angola and use it to
gain control over African natural resources. They wanted to expand their slave trade. Queen Nzinga organized
many of the chiefdoms of the Kongo (now Democratic
Republic of the Congo) to resist the Portuguese.
Batoto Yetu's performance of Nzinga is the story of the
queen's birth and the historical events surrounding it.
Raven: I like Nzinga because there are panthers with
eyes that light up, and antelopes and birds.
Sydney: Nzinga is long.

J,ilio

(laughing): You don't get tired dancing, do you?

Patricia: I've seen Batoto Yetu perform at Carnegie
Hall, Victory Theater, and Jacob's Pillow to name just a
few venues, but have you traveled out of the country to
perform?
Marissa: We've performed in Brazil, Portugal, Canada,
Puerto Rico and Africa.
Patricia: What was it like going to Africa?
Danielle: The flight to Africa took thirteen hours! The
sheets at our hotel were colored with big, bright flow-

Skipping Stones
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At the time if this intervielll Sydney
Best lllas age 6; Ravw Holmes-Dodge,
5; Challell Smith, 17; Devollte Edlllards,
16; Dallielle Wood, 17; and Marissa
McPherson, 17 years.

ers. We could only drink
bottled water.

Patricia: What did you
do in Africa?
Marissa: We visited
Julio's home from
when he was a boy.
We visited a nature
preserve.
Danielle: We took a
boat to a private island
to dance for Tchize
Dos Santos, the daughter ofjose Eduardo Dos
Santos, the President of
Angola. After we danced,
the president's daughter gave us lunch. We ate chicken,
rice and Qatatas fritas or fried sweet potatoes.
Marissa: I really liked dancing at the Publico Teatro
or Public Theater in Luanda, the capital of Angola.
Everybody was invited. There were hundreds of people
in the audience. We danced a dance called Sembele.
I was so surprised when the people in the audience began singing the words to Sembele with us.
They began dancing the steps to Sembele in the aisles.
julio invited some people from the audience onstage to
dance with us, and everybody wanted to come up.
Nobody in America knew our songs and dances, so
it was wonderful to perform in Luanda. Later,julio told
us he knew Sembele would be a hit, because in Angola
parents teach it to their children from an early age.

Patricia: julio, what are your plans for the future of
Batoto Yetu?

Julio: I am currently developing Ngola Nzinga: Life of
Nzinga. It is a new African dance performance that will
follow Nzinga through her turbulent adolescence and
ascent to the throne of the Ndongo Kingdom.

Patricia: (to dallcers) Are you all going to keep dancing?
Dancers: Yeah!

'*

Maasai Games
In vaillme 20, no. 1, we pllblished the poem, Maasai
Games by Cathy VJ;Qng. After studying the Maasai people if Kenya, Africa, for a school project, Cathy became
interested in the tribe's rich wltllre and wrote a poem
comparing their games to the ones she herself played. She
sent 115 this brief description of how the games are played.
The Maasai game, Engeshei, a form of the game
mancala, is a board game. It is played with a board
made of several pits, and playing pieces, usually
pebbles called 'ndoto. The game can be played anywhere where there is sand or dirt to make holes
in, and where pebbles are available. Winners of
Engeshei rise in social status, and are highly respected by the Maasai. Young people may not play the
game without permission from the elders.

Sambwen, also known as the Cattle Game, is a
game similar to "hide and seek." Only boys play
it. A gentle cow represents "the hut," or "base."
One child is chosen to be "it" and the others run
and hide. They stealthily come out of hiding and
attempt to touch the cow before they are spotted
and tagged by the child who is "it." Anyone who
successfully reaches the cow wins.

Jackstones is a game of jacks (a throwing and

Chanell: Dancing, it's something that brings you joy.
You're excited, you're overwhelmed by the crowd. It's
just something that's really fun to do!
Page 8

To leam more about African dancing
and Batoto Yetll dOIl't lI1iss Drumbeat
in Our Feet (Lee & Low, 2006) and
African Dance: Drumbeat in Our Feet
(Bebop Books/Lee & Low, 2005), a
paperback book offered in either English
or Spanish. Patricia Keeler can be
reached at patriciakeeler@mindspring.
com or www.patriciakeeler.com.

picking-up game) played with stones and pebbles
in place of the ball and jacks that we use.

-Cathy Wong, 12, Chillese AlI1erican, Pellllsylvania.
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Ask Nana Jean about Skin Color
Why are people different colors?

The tone of human skin can
vary from a dark brown to a nearly colorless pigmentation, which
appears pale pink due to the blood
in the skin. Skin color is based on
the amount of melanin 1 in the
skin. In general, people who live
near the Equator have darker skin and people who live
far from the Equator have lighter skin because they
have adapted to more or less exposure from·the sun.
How do children learn about different color of skin?

I have a friend who tells the story of going to the
bank with her daughter who lived in an all White
community. While holding onto her mother's hand,
she stretches around to get a good look at the man
in front of her from both sides and then says, "Look
mommy, a chocolate man." In a situation like that
rather than telling that it the child had said something
bad, just calmly explain that different people have different skin colors and that all skin tones are beautiful.
Until I was about eight years old, I didn't know
about races. I thought everyone was the same. Mom
was a lot lighter than we were and my sister was a
little darker and younger than I was, so I figured that
people's skin stretched as they got older!
One of my grandchildren describes her family
members like this: "brownish, whitish, tan, honey."
Why do children learn to be afraid of people who
have different skin tones?

It is hard not to get the idea that certain skin tones
are more valuable in our country because of the way
people of different colors are shown in the movies,
advertisements and on TV. Also, parents may accidentally teach their children that certain skin tones are
"scary." Babies begin to learn racism when they are
just months old. For example, a White mother in an
elevator is holding her five-month-old baby. A Black
person gets on the elevator, and the mother tightens
her grip. The baby experiences "threat" or "danger."
Have you ever had someone treat you badly because
of the color of your skin?

Yes, many times, even now. Racism is not as open
as when I was a child. When my sister and I were children, we went to South Carolina by plane and we had
a stopover in Florida. We were so hungry and there was
Mar. - Apr. 2008

a hot dog stand about twenty feet from where we were
sitting and mom wouldn't get us any food. She didn't
have the heart to tell us that they wouldn't have served
us because, at that time, some people would discriminate 2 against people with dark skin.
Is it like this in other countries as well?

In other places in the world, color of skin is treated
differently. Sometimes worse and sometimes better.
My sister told me, "When I was in Holland years ago,
I noticed that the Dutch seem to be colorblind. It was
so strange not to be looked at as a brown-skimmed person first."
Sometimes people think I am from another country
because my skin is not White. What could I say?

The North American continent had brown-skinned
people living here long before any White people came
here. Except for the Native Americans, most of our
ancestors were from other continents. So this person
does not know history very well. I might answer this
question this way: "I am from the United States of
America with some ancestry from the continent of
Africa. I have not learned the specific country, ... yet."
My teacher sometimes mixes me up with my friend
who is also Asian. What should I say?

Sometimes, when people look at people who are
very different in skin tone from their own family and
friends, they have a harder time telling people apart.
When this happens to me, I usually just smile and
tell them that I am not that person. It is very frustrating, but I think that kindness is the best response. You
might say: "Oh, that was not me, I think I know who
you meant though." Or "You must have mistaken me
for someone else."
Why are your grandchildren all different colors?

Because my husband is White, some people would
say that our children were going to be so "beautiful
because mixed kids look cuter." It is better to use the
term "multiracial." I think our children and our grandchildren are a beautiful range of color, I think all skin
tones have beauty in them. How fortunate you are if
you live in a place where you can see people of all different colors.

'*

Melanin is a tissue that has color that is found in skin
and hair. Melanin protects from sunburn.
1.

2. Discrimination based on skin color is called racism.

Skipping Stones
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Notable African Americans!

Dr. Charles Drew

to a patient. Finally, he had a way to
make his blood bank idea work!

Charles Drew is probably best
known as the father of the blood
bank. At a blood bank, people can
donate their blood. to help others
who are in need of blood after an
accident or during an operation.
Doctors use a process known as a
blood transfusion to give donated
blood to the patient in need. But
the blood bank system hasn't always
been around to help people. Charles
Drew helped to invent a method of
storing and delivering blood which
saves lives to this day.

This invention came just in time.
World War II was just beginning in
Europe. The blood bank system was
put into action to help save the lives
of soldiers. The "Blood for Britain"
program collected blood from
Americans and gave it to the British
who were injured in battle.
After the war, Charles spent the
rest of his life teaching new doctors
and working on the blood bank program. Sadly, he died in a car accident in 1950.

Charles was born in Washington, D.C., on June
3, 1904. His parents were hard-working and dedicated to the idea that Charles and his siblings received
a good education. That wasn't always easy. Schools in
Washington, D.C., were segregated, meaning black
children could not attend the same schools as white
children. Often, the schools where Charles and his sibilings went weren't nearly as good as the schools for the
Caucasian children.
Still, Charles was an excellent student. After graduating high school, he attended Amherst College in
Massachusetts, where he was one of only 16 AfricanAmerican students. He was also a great athlete and
played halfback on the football team. Even though
he could have become a professional athlete, Charles
decided he wanted to do something else with his life.
After graduating from Amherst, Charles moved
to McGill University in Montreal, Canada, to study
medicine. There, Charles began studying the procedure for blood transfusions that had just been invented.
Charles knew this process could save thousands of lives,
but there was one problem: the blood could only be
stored for seven days. This meant hospitals might not
have enough blood on hand to help save injured or sick
patients. To help prevent this, Charles came up with his
idea for a blood bank.
In 1933, Charles moved to New York to work on
his blood bank idea. He discovered that if the blood is
separated into two parts-the plasma and the red blood
cells- it can be frozen for long periods of time. When
needed, the two parts are put back together and given
Page 10

Father of the Blood Bank

Dr. Charles Drew left a great legacy. He was the first
African American to receive the Doctor of Science in
Medicine degree. More importantly, he helped to save
countless of lives.
-Adam Jaquette) educator, California.

'*

The 2008 Youth Honor Awards!
Culture & Diversity, Family & Society,
Nature & Environment, Dreams &
Visions, Youth Activism, Creative Conflict
Resolution, Peace & Justice
Send by June 25 to: Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Or e-mail: editor@SkippingStones.org
"Speed Thrills but Kills." This does
not only hold true when it- comes to driving.
It is relevant for anyone who does not know
how to control the speed of their life. Many
of us spend our days and nights holding our
cell phone to our ears, our eyes glued to the
computer screen. As such, we don't have
time to listen to our near and dear ones-or
even to simply be with them. We don't have
time to look at our friends' faces. Even those
who have planted beautiful flowers in their
gardens and backyards rarely find a single
moment to enjoy their beauty. Excessive
speed ruins the beauty of everything.

Skipping Stones
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Amma, spiritual teacher.
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What Makes Us One

CULTURAL .COLL4GE

We were finally ready to go. Thirty-three high
school students from the Washington, nc. metropolitan area boarded a plane bound for Paris,
France. Paris was the first of many international
stops on a three-week tour of Europe with People
to People International. We had trained for months,
studying European cultures and languages. Still, we
all had our concerns: would we fit in? Would there
be hostility towards us as Americans? Would we
be able to adjust? Little did we know that the true
challenge to being successful Student Ambassadors
lay not outside our delegation, but within it.
Many of us had never been in the extended
company of people from a different race, a fact that
became readily apparent as the delegation eventually segregated into Black and White. Initially, I was
appalled at this occurrence, thinking that racism
had fueled this mini-apartheid. However, I soon
realized that we had focused so much on the diversity of cultures in Europe, that we had failed to
address our own differences. With each passing day,
the racial separation within our delegation became
more prominent. Unwilling to let this continue any
longer, I decided to take action.
One day after dinner, I invited two Caucasian
girls to accompany me on a walk to the pay phone
to call our parents back home in the states. While
the two girls and I were walking, I noticed the
other African-American members of our delegation laughing and using colorful language. I seized
the chance to open a cultural discussion. I commented on their behavior to my companions to see
what they though about it.
I learned that the disconnection between our
two groups stemmed from a misunderstanding and
apprehension of each other's behavior. I was able to
act as a culturalliason between our two groups.

Making Yogurt

H

ave you ever eaten yogurt? But have

you ever tried Tibetan Yogurt? Yogurt is
a common food in Tibetan nomad areas. Tibetan
yogurt is made from yak milk. It's very delicious
and good for your health.
In nomad areas, nothing is very convenient,
because of the distance from towns and cities.
Nomads don't have modern machines to make
yogurt. Nevertheless, their way of making yogurt
is interesting and special. Making yogurt has lots of
steps, but it isn't difficult.
Tibetans usually milk yaks outside the tent. As
soon as you finish milking, you make a fire in the
stove, clean a big pot, pour a bucket of milk into
the pot, place the pot on the fire, and boil the milk.
It takes about twenty minutes to finish the boiling.
Next take the pot away from the fire and put it
in a cool place for three minutes. Be sure to put a
lid on top to stop insects from going inside.
Then you must find a warm place to put the
milk. In our tent, there is no bed, so you must
make a warm place with a blanket, robe or quilt.
Wrap the pot of milk with those. But, before that,
you must add three spoons of old yogurt and mix
it. If it's cold inside the tent, you need to make a
fire and keep the tent warm.
The pot of milk stays wrapped the whole night,
and the next morning it has become yogurt. It has
a fragrant smell and is very delicious.

'*

-

Victoria, Tibetan student, Peoples Republic oj China.

A Tibetan Yak

Though our delegation was not healed overnight, things did eventually change. As we traveled
throughout Europe and met people of all different
nationalities, one thing became clear to us. Though
we might have different origins and backgrounds,
we were all American, and that made us one.

'*

-Jasllline Jones, 12th grade, i\.1arylalld
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CULTURAL COLLAGE

My Special Moments

My First America
Enveloped by the loud noise of the Bronx,
Walking on hard concrete blotted by black,
permanent gum.
The darkened clouds weighing down into a concave void,
Corroding the bright colors of graffiti on the walls
Childish words scribbled, engraving little history,
Like the blur of people passing by,
Defined by their own intimate worlds,
Their own personal character
That I will never know.

We hug. I feel like nothing could go wrong.
Maybe we could just be friends for life. When we're
hugging nothing matters, our height, what we're
wearing, who's watching, nothing.
When we first met, I didn't know how good of
friends we could be. It just was meant to be.
Like lightning attracted to metal.
When we first talked, it sounded like we needed each
other. The ultimate friend.
We're that friend for each other. The ultimate friend.
Why is it that she can always comfort me? Why is it
she can always make me happy? Why is she so special?
What makes her so special? I wonder, and I wonder...
But then I think it doesn't matter, when we hug.
-Mary Dugandzic, 10, New York.

Encircled by people, none like me,
Amalgamating all diversity.
I walk on this American path
And this path, I walk alone.
-Mirl Kyung Lobb, 17, originally from South Korea, New York.

Brains
Einstein, Mozart, Hawking, Twain
People say they had a brain
Geniuses, the smartest ever
Maybe they weren't all so clever
I think our generation's smarter
They teach us better, teach us more
More, more than ever before.
-Nick Jones, 12, grade 7, Pennsylvania.
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Making a Difference ~~~ ~ ~ .
In Germany, we have this expression,
"Karriere machen." It means "to make a
career," or to emerge as one of the shining stars
of business, with a paycheck big enough to
impress all your old high-school friends.
This little phrase embodies a dream. Young
men and women around this globe carry
the hope of being successful, waiting for the
opportunity to let this bud of their life blossom. While I cannot exclude myself from this
wide-spread yearning to belong to the "rich
and famous," there is one goal that defines my
hopes for the future more than money or success. And I believe many others share this goal
with me.
The goal is to "Make a difference." As an
aspiring journalist, I want to be out there,
reporting on miracles and tragedies, war and
peace, life and death. And through my work,
I want to raise awareness and move people; in
short, I want to make a difference.

Etwas bewirken

In Deutschland haben wir einen Ausdruck-"Karriere
machen." Das heisst, "eine Karriere und Erfolg haben,"
eine Chance aufs GroGe Geld zu kommen und die GeldDartscheibe mitten ins Schwarze zu treffen, den Aufstieg zu
wagen und sich als einer der leuchtenden Sterne am BusinessHimmel herauszustellen, mit einer Lohnttite groG genug urn
alle alten Schulfreunde zu beeindrucken.
Diese kleine Redefigur verkorpert einen Traum. Junge
Manner und Frauen auf der ganzen Welt hoffen auf Erfolg und
warten nur auf die Gelegenheit urn diese Chance ihres Lebens
zu ergreifen. Wahrend ich mich nicht von diesem weit verbreiteten Verlangen danach, zu den "Reichen und Schonen"
dazuzugehoren ausschlieGen kann, gibt es jedoch ein Ziel, das
meine Hoffnungen ftir die Zukunft mehr definiert als Geld
oder Erfolg. Und ich glaube, dass viele andere dieses Ziel mit
mir teilen.
Dieses Ziel ist "etwas bewirken." Als jemand, die einmal
Journalistin werden mochte, hoffe ich einmal in der Welt zu
Hause zu sein, tiber Wunder und Schicksalsschlage, Krieg und
Frieden, Leben und Tot zu berichten. Und durch meine Arbeit
mochte ich Bewusstsein scharfen und Menschen bewegen;
kurzum, ich mochte etwas bewirken.

Unlike "making a career," making a difference is not about making money. It's about
changing our own lives. It's about being role
models. It's about improving the world. It's
about saying "good morning" at work. It's
about giving strangers a friendly smile just as
much as helping to end a war, breaking down
social barriers and bringing the truth to light.
An ordinary person has just as much potential
when it comes to making a d!fference as a scientist, a politician, a celebrity or a billionaire.

1m Gegensatz zu "Karriere machen," hat der Vorsatz etwas
zu bewirken nichts mit Geld zu tun. Es geht darum, unser
eigenes Leben zu verandern. Es geht darum, ein Vorbild zu sein.
Es geht darum, die Welt zu verbessern. Es geht darum, bei der
Arbeit "Guten Morgen" zu sagen. Es geht genauso viel darum,
Fremden ein ehrliches Lacheln zu schenken wie es darum geht,
dabei zu helfen, einen Krieg zu beenden, soziale Barrieren
niederzureif3en und die Wahrheit ans Licht zu bringen. Ein
gewohnlicher Mensch hat genauso sehr die Moglichkeit,
etwas zu bewirken wie ein Wissenschaftler, ein Politiker,
eine Beriihmtheit oder ein Milliardar.

It's all about attitude and what we are willing to risk to help change the world. Whether
we want to live out loud or live a quiet life,
we always have the opportunity to take
actions that will make a difference. The
secret lies in starting with the little
things that are within everyone's reach.

Es geht urn unsere Einstellung und was wir bereit sind zu
riskieren urn da drauf3en zu sein und die Welt zu verandern. Ob
wir nun im Rampenlicht leben wollen oder lieber zUrUckgezogen, wir haben immer die Gelegenheit Taten zu
vollbringen, die etwas verandern. Das Geheimnis
liegt darin, mit den kleinen Dingen zu beginnen,
die in jedermanns Fahigkeit liegen.

And if by chance we end up being
rich, well then that's just a little bonus
for making a difference.

Und wenn wir auf dem Weg nach oben
zufallig reich werden, na ja, dann ist das nur der
kleine Bonus daftir, etwas bewirkt zu haben.

-Katie Grosser, 17, Germany.

-Katie Grosser, 17, Deutschlal1d.

'*
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Queen Agarbati's Secret
Adapted from a traditional Welsh tale retold by Michaela Morgan.

Once upon a time in India, there lived a young
queen named Agarbati. Queen Agarbati was rich, beautiful, kind, generous and happy, except for one thing.
She was afraid. She wasn't afraid of spiders or flies or
thunder and lightning or even of the dark or things
that went bump in the night. But she was afraid that
people might find out about her secret. When she felt
sad, she'd sit in her private garden under the starlit sky.

Queen Agarbati watched in amazement as the
me/wldi designer made the most beautiful patterns on
her hands. After the mehClldi had dried and the queen
had washed her hands, she held them up. The patterns
were astonishing.

Everyone in the land loved Queen Agarbati. They
thought she was very noble, she always took care to
make sure no one in her kingdom went hungry. If anyone had a problem, she always listened, and she always
offered good advice. She always helped those in need
and treated everyone fairly.

Well as fate would have it, the next day when
Queen Agarbati was walking through the palace, she
slipped. As she slid, her sleeves pulled back and out
popped her beautifully decorated hands.

So what was Queen Agarbati's secret? Her secret
was her hands. She had hands that were different.
Queen Agarbati was afraid that if anyone found out
about her hands, they would laugh and make fun of
her. So she kept them hidden. All of Queen Agarbati's
dresses had extra long sleeves that hung over her hands
so no one could see them. All through her life Queen
Agarbati had worn dresses with long sleeves. Whenever
her people saw her they would say, "How elegantly different!" or "What a wonderful design!" or ''I'm going
to get a dress made with extra long sleeves!"
Even though Queen Agarbati's hands were different, she was able to do everything with them and sorrte
things that no one else could do. It was really only during weddings and celebrations that Queen Agarbati's
secret was a problem. That's when everyone wore
mehendi (henna) on their hands. Queen Agarbati had
always wanted beautiful mehendi patterns on her hands.
But she didn't want anyone to see her hands, so she
would always decline when mehendi designers asked.
One day, for no particular reason at all, Queen
Agarbati decided that she wanted to get mehendi patterns on her hands. She invited one of the best mehendi
designers in the kingdom.
When the mehendi designer pulled up the queen's
sleeves, she gasped.
Queen Agarbati held her finger to her lips and
said "Shhhhhhhh. Promise not to tell anyone. This is a
secret."
The mehendi designer nodded and said, "I promise I
won't say a thing."
Page 14

"Oh" sighed Queen Agarbati, "I wish I could show
my hands and let everyone see the beautiful patterns
you have made."

"Oh," said the people who rushed to help the
queen, "What wonderfulmehendi patterns!"
Then someone whispered, "Look, look, the queen's
hands."
Everyone looked. The queen's face went red, "Oh,
no!" said the queen. She hurried to her room. Queen
Agarbati felt very sad. Now everyone knew her secret.
"Oh, dear!" said Queen Agarbati, "Now people will
laugh and make fun of me. They will whisper and gossip."
Queen Agarbati stood by the door of her room. She
could hear people talking. This is what she heard:
"The Queen's hands are so different!"
"They are very unusual hands!"
"How wonderful!"
"Perhaps this is why she is so
generous and kind!"
"Our queen is so special!"
Queen Agarbati smiled. Perhaps
being different wasn't so bad after
all. Over the next few days, many
people approached the queen to
tell her something different about
themselves or something different
about the people in their families.
Queen Agarbati didn't feel sad
anymore, and her sleeves no longer covered her hands.
And guess what else? Queen Agarbati didn't just wear
mehendi on weddings and celebrations, she wore it
whenever she felt like it!

*

-Fawzia Gilani- Williams, Originally from India, Ohio.
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Quite often the question goes through my mind whether I am thoughiful, whether ideas come to me
slowly or quickly. Neither teachers nor school counselors are likely to share their opinion on that matter
with me. Even parents may have opinions on which kids in a family are fast or slow thinkers. They
won't discuss that either. Still, I'd like to know that about myself -Sara

Sara, my observation is that the question of how anyone's mind works is much more complicated than
the speed with which it moves. The subject is very complex. People think in very different ways. Some
people think in the structure of mathematics. Other people's minds think like engineers, or like artists, or
like musicians. Some minds are focused on endless aspects of nature, such as animals, weather, mountains,
or the history of nature's development.
I know some students whose minds find different languages fascinating. They enjoy grammar, how
words connect. Many even love to compare the very different ways languages express ideas.
I have encountered many youth who like no style of conversation better than group discussion. That

style enables students to test their own wisdom. You may have heard a discussion whether homeschooling
is better than school group settings for learning. Decisions like that need to be made by each individual
case.
Take another issue: Some students are put at a
disadvantage when there is a time limit imposed
on a test situation. Other students are stimulated
to excel on tests when time limits are imposed.
Some brains work especially well silently
within their own minds. Others love to express
ideas in complex spoken expression. I share your
interest in the variety and complexity of our
minds, brains, and thoughts. I appreciate that you
have touched on one aspect of our thought patterns. Members of your family might have fun
listing the variety of mental processes each person
uses frequently.
Thank you for bringing the amazing subject
of the human brain to our attention.

Inspired by your question, I decided to
illustrate this page with aspects I find in my
own thought patterns.
)I
In peace,

"'f:tOv \A. ~

Send your questions or comments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Mar. - Apr. 2008
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Poetry Pages

t
Nature

My Children's Future
Genocide is gone.
The world lies in a state of relief.
The Hutus' and Tutsis' hatred is gone.
Silence sheathes the shakened people of Rwanda
The Janajaweeds are gone.
Darfur's "ethnic cleansing" has come to an end.
Ignorance is gone.
We now know the truth
about North Korea's Heredity Rule.
Fear is gone.
Ifjust for a while,
my children sleep peacefully.

We look at nature too much
but live with her too little
We look at nature too much
but live with her too little
Nature, Nature you are our future
We save trees some don't save trees
We like to share our thoughts with everyone
Some don't like to share thoughts with everyone,
Trees bring more rain
They give us shade
They save our environment too.
We look at nature too much
but live with her too little.
Nature, Nature you are our future.

-Brmldi Nakamoto,Japanese-Hawaiian, gr. 11, Hawaii.
-Chetna Sharma, age 7, Thane,
India. Chetna wrote this poem when
she discovered to her dismay that the
tamarind tree she had grown from seed
and planted in her neighborhood was
uprooted by someone.

I Am ...
I am the daughter of a woman who loves
being pampered but still holds her responsibilities, who smiles every day and gives
attitude only if it's given to her, who takes
care of her household duties, her children
and the people she cares about.
I am the granddaughter of a woman whose
passion is cooking, music, and travelling the
world, who enjoys talking and giving advice
to her younger ones.
I am the granddaughter of a woman who
spoils me rotten, who doesn't look her age
at all, loves animals, loves her family and
making people happy.
I am the granddaughter of a woman who is
very strong emotionally, whose purpose is to
love and create smiles out of frowns.

The Shell
Washed up on the beach
A lonely shell, one in a million
It waits on the beach to be washed out to sea again
Until a child picks it up and takes it home.
But now the shell is happy
for no longer is it a dull old shell
sitting on the beach
It is important and people look
at it and say how beautiful it is.

-Liz Castaneda, lIliddle schooler, Wisconsin.
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-Sahelie Pittman, grade 3, Oregon.
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The River

Time

The river
wandering endlessly on
may bring life or death.
But forever it continues
an endless song.
A song about troubled times
about peace and happiness with life.
Yet under the beautiful endless song
a tone of sadness
that tells of all wrongs
that have been hidden for years.
To hear it
listen closely
as it sheds its tears.

Time is a jogger
Flying by when you're glad
But he drags his feet along
when you're upset
. Yet he always moves at the
same pace.
-Praboda Perikala, 10, speaks
Tel/lg/l and Hindi, Texas.

Beauty & Grace
His mane is
Like a river
Flowing

-Zak Flaus, 13, Pennsylvania.

On Growing Up

Dandelion
Small, single, dandelion
Standing in a field of pink.
Looking out on the wide, wide world,
Looking for some kind of link.
Watching the mountains rise and fall,
Wondering why he is so small,
Seeing the towering lupines
On their tall, rosy, purple, white vines.
-Sophia Bouwsma, 8th grade, Pennsylvania.

His eyes are
Like emeralds
Glowing

Being young is like
And in the darkness
Charlotte's VlIeb
Of the night
but without death
His race is swift
but with friendship.
As light
Being young is like
Romeo andJuliet
-Adrienne Remo, 13,
but without fighting
Pennsylvania.
but with "thou" and "thee."
Being young is like
Vincent Van Gogh
but without fright
but with sunflowers.
Being young is like
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
but without so long to practice piano
but with joy,joy, joy.
Growing up can be hard
like multiplication math.
So, I'll think about E.B. White
and Shakespeare and Vincent,
and music, and Mom and Dad,
and stay young as long as I can.
-Camille Ralllasaroop, 8, Indian
American, Missouri. Camille adds: "Shakespeare /lsed words.
Beethoven /lsed notes on a piano. Vincent Vcm Gogh /lsed colors.
VJ;e all have something we do to express ourfeelings. "

Mar. - Apr. 2008
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Global Fluency:
The Importance

of Beillg a Lillguist ill TOday's World

In America today, less than ten percent of the
population speaks two or more languages. In recent
years, as English has become the business language of the world, fewer and fewer Americans are
pressed to learn diverse and multiple languages at
an early age, when the human mind is most open
to new forms of communication. I was lucky to
grow up in a bilingual house, with a Turkish-speaking father, and an English-speaking mother. English
came naturally to me, as my peers spoke that language, and since my father spoke to me in constant
Turkish, over the years I grew to understand and
speak that language too. My mother, who also
home-schooled me, taught me Latin starting in
first-grade to the present, and started me on French
in eighth grade.
Today, not many American children are exploring the exotic languages spoken in some obscure
parts of the world, but now there is a new competition about languages, called the North American
Computational Linguistics Olympiad, which could
change that. This competition, held in February
2008, is open to middle and high school students
around the country (http://www.naclo.cs.cmu.
edu/). It does not require the student to be able
to speak different languages, but just to be able
to understand and analyze how languages work.
Languages from the competition include Hmong,
Ancient Greek, and other lesser-known forms of
human communication. The top scoring students
around the country who take this test will be sent
to Moscow, Russia, all expenses paid, to be part of
the American team competing at the International
Linguistics Olympiad.
On my trips around the world to Europe and
the Middle East, I have come to realize the importance of learning multiple forms of communication
to coexist with other children and citizens of other
nationalities. It is how we learn to understand each
other and appreciate the multi-cultural diversity of
our world.
-Haluk A kay, 13, 7/4rkish American, homeschoole/; Pellll.

*
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rrekking on a crater's rim

Observing far across a plain
I saw the blowing breeze.
It carried high a single grain,
Then whispered in the trees.
Nearing a forgotten pond
I climbed a rolling rise.
A swallow swooped, then sped beyond:
Into the dusky skies.
Ending my journey safe at home
I bundled into bed.
No wind, no birds, no ocean foam,
But memories instead.
Submitted by Gaia Brusasco, 17, homeschooler, Oregon.

SI\ipping Stoncs is rurning 2.0!
Twenty is a charm! To celebrate our 20th
year, we'll honor 20 students for their multicultural or nature writing and artwork in our Vol.
20 issues. The students will also get a set of 20
back issues, an award certificate and complimentary copy of the issue featuring their work!
Rules: Include a cover letter, parental permission, e-mail and the mailing address with
entries. Send your best creations by 20 June 2008!
Art/Photos: 20 cm x 20 cm or 20" x 20"
Nonfiction/Opinion: 20 sentences
Short Stories: 20 words or 20 sentences
Poems: 20 words or 20 lines.

Selld ell tries to Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Or e-mail: editor@SkippingStones.org
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The Hill of Crosses

B

ulldozed three or four times by the Soviet
authorities, the Hill of Crosses in Northern
Lithuania always came back. Today, over 50,000
crosses of all sizes are found at this site which
occupies perhaps 1,800 square metres of land,
spread over two hillocks, 12 km north of the city
of Siauliai, Lithuania's 4th largest city. The crosses
are mainly placed here by devout Catholics who
regard the Hill of Crosses as a place of pilgrimage
largely because in 1993, Pope John Paul II held a
mass at the site. The construction of a shiny new
Franciscan monastery in 2001 indicates the growing importance of the Hill of Crosses as a spiritual
centre. This importance mirrors Lithuania's growing self-belief as an independent country that
joined the European Union two years ago, along
with its Baltic neighbours, Latvia and Estonia.
Visitors to this site, just off the main Siauliai
to Riga road, will probably first notice the large
wooden statue of Jesus with his arms wide apart
in welcome. A set of steps neatly bisect the hillock
and from the top visitors can see the new monastery and also better appreciate how densely packed
together the crosses are. The crosses are not all in
orderly rows as in a neat cemetery, but are sown
over the ground as though sprouting from a special kind of spiritual seed spread by a divine hand.
Many of the larger crosses have hundreds of smaller crosses made from metal, wood, and even pink
plastic hanging from them. There are occasional
images of Jesus amongst the crosses too and it's
hard not be moved by the acts of faith that placed
them here.
The planting of crosses originally started in the
1860s, though the exact reason for this has been
lost in clouds of incense and piety. The patriotic
version says proud Lithuanians planted crosses on
the hill to commemorate their fellow freedomfighters whose bodies couldn't be found in the
surrounding forests after they had been hunted and
killed by the Russians. Folklore says that a 19th
Century peasant became ill one day and immediately felt he was going to die. He wanted to live
and planted a cross on the hill to try and persuade
Mar. - Apr. 2008

God to let him live. Miraculously, he did. The story
spread about this great happening. Soon other
crosses were placed there, all planted with fervent
prayers for the preservation of a life, but no record
has been kept as to their success.
Perhaps the real miracle is that the Hill of
Crosses is here at all, given the Soviet bulldozing
and before that the Nazi invasion of World War
II. Nowadays, the Hill has to be protected from
only those with good intentions. Signs at the site
indicate that no candles should be lit, because as
most of the crosses are wooden and become tinder
dry during the summer season, a carelessly placed
candle could become more effective than a mighty
Soviet bulldozer ever was. Around 60 square yards
of the hill were burnt by a carelessly placed candle
in December 2006. The area covered by the crosses
is growing and seems to be expanding towards
the new monastery. When I visited large crosses
had been recently added by visitors from Brazil,
pilgrims from Radom in Poland, and the Maltese
youth of Hamburg.
In a way, the Hill of Crosses symbolizes
Lithuania. The country survived being part of the
Russian Empire in the 19th Century, being part
of a greater Poland in the 1920s and 1930s, and
being occupied first by the Nazis and then by the
Soviet Union. The Hill of Crosses survives and
flourishes to this day, whereas the bulldozer that
destroyed crosses, manor houses, and other symbols
of Lithuanian independence has long since rusted
into dust. >:<
-Julian Worker; travel photographer and author; Canada
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?:,op'Rice
Even though I blend in perfectly with the
American culture, my heart lies with another country. A country, which, even after ten years of life in
America, I call home. It is a place where I always
feel welcome, where I have the warmest memories
and the wildest laughs. That place is China.
I lived with Nainai and Yeye, my grandma and
grandpa, in China for five years before immigrating
to the United States at the age of five. Everyone
in myoId neighborhood knew each other. The
young and the old, the rich and the poor. We were
one big family. Whenever something exciting happened, all were included, all had fun.
One evening when I was four or five, Nainai
woke me up after I had already fallen asleep.
In her hand lay a huge bowl and a bag of rice.
She told me to put on a coat and led me downstairs into the glittering night.
The moment I stepped outside into the chilly
evening, I knew something exciting was happening. The entire neighborhood was outside, threeyear-old balls of energy, shrunken and wobbly
grannies. All were present. Laughter and cheers
pervaded the night air, filling it with excitement.
Everyone seemed to be wandering in the same
direction, towards a twinkling light.

back into our own houses. Yet the laughing, shouting, squealing, cheering, the cracking, popping,
crackling, banging, none of it will ever be forgotten. That night is carved in my memory forever.
Even now, a decade later and an ocean away, I can
still hear the crack, pop, crackle, bang, I can still smell
,I,
th e sweet, buttery scent. 'I'
-Ziyue "Elaine" Sun, 15, California. Ziyue adds:
"Unlike many oj my peers who are also if different cultural backgrounds, I love my hometown and the Chinese lifestyle. I love every aspect oj my home country because they add
up to make China, China. 10 me, the litter-filled streets, the
noisy crowds, and the tight living spaces make life much more
Jestive. Every little detail contributes to my love Jor China.
"Even though I have resided in America Jor ten years, my
Jamily and I continue to live with many cultural aspects oj the
Chinese. At home, we speak Mandarin. I also take Chinese
lessons with my aunt every week to improve my reading and
writing skills. Much if my iPod is filled with Chinese songs.
Because if my love Jor China, I am considering moving back
when I am older. The Chinese lifestyle Jascinates me and I
would love to find aJuture in that society. "

Crack! Pop! Crackle! Bang!
My young mind suddenly realized what was
happening. Popcorn! Well, pop-rice. All the crackling and popping noises were coming from the rice
in the stove. The firelight cast dancing lights on
the laughing faces of everyone. Even the stove was
chuckling with the pops and crackles.

Crack! Pop! Crackle! Bang!
We all waited impatiently for our turns. The
sweet, buttery scent caused saliva to drool from our
mouths and grumbles to roll in our stomachs. It
was far past my bedtime, yet in the crowd, children
even younger than me were jumping with joy. This
friendly atmosphere of my hometown will never
be forgotten.
After everyone's rice had been popped, after the
butter began churning in our stomachs, after our
faces started to hurt from laughter, we all drifted
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"Rooted Love" by Andrea Stevenson, New Jersey. Andrea adds, "My family comes from many different European countries. My mother was born in Argentina. I
was inspired by what the Native Americans have said
about these trees, 'These trees are holding hands underneath the ground.' The reason why the trees live so
close together is because in the middle of desert, plants
have trouble collecting moisture. So the trees group
together above underground pockets of water."
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This Is Not a Pop Quiz!
What would we do without plastic? It's used to
make many things, from action figures and dolls to
sandwich bags. It keeps our food safe. It is sturdier and
safer than glass. It's also inexpensive, which is why companies make over 60 billion tons of it a year.
Plastic is a synthetic material, which means that
it does not occur naturally. It also doesn't decompose
when it is thrown away. Instead, it remains intact, taking
up room in landfills and releasing chemicals into the
air and soil. Some of it even gets into rivers and oceans,
where it stays around forever, creating many problems
for wildlife. Birds often eat bits of plastic, poisoning
themselves. Itty bitty fragments of plastic can confuse
fish, who think they're eating plankton. Sea turtles
often eat plastic bags, confusing them with jellyfish.
Even large pieces of plastic, like milk cartons or
soda bottles, create problems. There are five known
"garbage patches," places in the ocean where garbage
gets carried by the tides. These garbage patches collect
garbage, most of which is plastic or Styrofoam, and kill
the sea life that inhabits the area. One garbage patch in
the Pacific Ocean is twice the size of the state ofTexas!
Recycling is one option to help with the growing
amount of plastic in the world, but it's not completely
effective. For one thing, plastic is very hard to recycle. A
soda bottle cannot be recycled into another soda bottle.
There is no way to make the plastic clean enough to be
reused for food packaging. It can be made into something else, like carpeting. So recycling doesn't necessarily mean that less total plastic will be created.
The best way to cut down on the amount of plastic
being made, and thrown away, is to reduce the amount
of it we use. Some tips for how to this are:

1. Instead if using plastic sandwich bags when you make
your lunch, why not try reusable Tuppenvare?

,I,
'I'

Try to answer these qllestiol1S. Jllst afood for tho l/gh t!
1. Fresh, local food is only available during the
warm sunny months.
True or false?

2. The portion of fossil fuel energy used to market, package, and transport non-local foods is:
a. 90% of the total b. 30% of the total

3. The typical distance that food in the U.S.
travels from farm to plate:
a. 400 nliles b. 1,500 miles or 3,300 lam.. c. 25 miles

4. Average length of time that fruits and veggies
stay in transit before getting to the supermarket:
a. Food is always delivered fresh, straight after harvest.
b. 14 months

c. Two weeks

5. What is the single biggest source of refined
sugar in the American diet?
a. Donuts b. Candy
d. Hot chocolate

c. Carbonated drinks (soda pop)
e. ICe cream
f. cakes

6. The varieties of fruits and vegetables sold in
the supermarket are selected on the basis of taste
and nutrition.
True or false?

7. What agricultural crop is likely the most
responsible for biodiversity loss through habitat
destruction, water use and pesticide pollution?
a. Coffee

b. Sugar c. Potatoes

d. Wheat

8. A Farm to School program increases fruit and
veggie consumption by students at lunch by:
a. 1.5%

b.10%

c. 20%

d.25%

9. Producing one pound of beef results in:
a. 44,000 tons of carbon monoxide

2. At the grocery store, ask that your purchase be put in
paper bags (which are recyclable), or better yet, invest in some
inexpellsive canvas bags that can be reused.

b. less greenhouse gases than growing 2 lbs. of tomatoes

3. if you have the optioll if bu yillg food that is not in
plastic ItJrappillg or containers, go for the Iloll-plastic (it's
healthierfor you as ItJell).

d. no appreciable amount of energy

4. Some compallies have begull mam.ifacturing "plastic"
cups for cold drillks that are actually made of com, which
lIleallS that they are colllpostable.
5. Ill5tead of bllying ItJater bottles every day, lAse a stllrdy
aile alld r~fill it. >:<
Mar. - Apr. 2008

-Erin Ruml, student intern, Oregon.

c. more greenhouse gases than driving for almost two

hours while leaving all the lights on at home

10. Compared to traditional farming, organic
farming results in about 60% less carbon dioxide.
True or false?

Answers: 1 (false),
6 (false), 7 (b),

2 (a),
8 (d),

3 (b),
9 (c),

4 (c),
5 (c),
10 (true).

-Adllptedfrol1l UsedNelVs, BRING Recycling, Oregon.
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HealtL

Ro~k§!
Eating for Good Health

1. Vegan Homestyle: Simple Recipes for Healthy
Living by Kay Hansen (shilohpublications.com).
Attractive food, delicious aromas, and a happy
family table all help make food enjoyable. But food
should also be good for you. Our meals should be
planned to benefit our health and contribute to
our longetivity.
That is the purpose of this cookbook. Each
carefully tested recipe and the accompanying
nutritional explanations bring a vast knowledge of
health science and disease prevention along with
finely-honed culinary skill.
The author believes that eating only fruits, vegetables, grains, nuts, and legumes-basically a total
plant-based diet-is healthier than an omnivorous
diet, or even a mixure of the two concepts, called
lacto-ovo-vegetarian. She also believes that additional health benefits are gained by not consuming
artificial substances, such as bovine growth factors
or other harmones, antibiotics, or pesticide residues
which are found as contaminants.
The detailed information about health issues at
the beginning of the cookbook is at the very core
of the book-to live for health and wellness.

A great resource book for the whole family!

2. Be The Boss of Your Body: Self-Care for
Kids (Free Spirit). Written by Dr. Timothy Culbert, a behavioral and developmental pediatrician,
and Rebecca Kajander, a nurse practitioner, the
book presents information in a fun and clear way.
It shows how our mind, body and spirit all are
vital in determining our wellness. With a little discipline, we can keep them positively maintained.
The three books in this series, covering pain, sleep
and stress, teach children an assortment of techniques that can be used to feel better. When you
are stressed, you may feel worn-out or lousy all
over. Simple techniques such as positive thinking,
breathing exercises, aromatherapy and acupressure
can allow children to sleep better, relax and cope
with pain. The books are easy to read and have
lots of illustrations.
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(Excerpted from vegan Homestyle)

How we eat and when we eat are as important as what we eat. Here a few simple steps to
get the most out of what we eat and to avoid
disease:
1. Eat only two or three meals per day with
nothing in between: eating food between
meals delays digestion. Delayed digestion
increases the risk of fermentation, the production of gases and toxins that are harmful to the
body.
2. Chew thoroughly: digestive enzymes called
salivary amylase mix with our food as we
chew and begin the process of carbohydrate
digestion. Chewing until each bite is completely masticated will allow for better digestion in the stomach and more satisfaction from
our meal.
3. Eat only that which is sufficient (Don't overeat!)

a. Set a table and sit down, don't graze.
b. Eat slowly; play some soft music during meals.
c. Put down your fork between bites and chew.

Savor the food.
d. Serve one plate offood and commit to it.
4. Drink water between meals and not with
meals: lots of liquid drunk with a meal dilutes
the digestive enzymes if the stomach causing
poor digestion.
5. Eat a hearty breakfast: the calories eaten at
breakfast are much more likely to be burned
off during the day than calories eaten later in
the day.
6. Eat a light supper several hours (abollt 31m.)
before bedtime: a light supper allows for all
your food to be digested before going to sleep.
7. Avoid spices and irritants in the food: substances like pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg, curry
and mustard can all be irritating to both the
digestive tract and the nervous system.
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A Powerful Feeling
"Catherine, stop leaving the lights on in your
bedroom! How much work is it to flip a single
switch?" My mother scolded me from
upstairs, clearly exasperated. I was
downstairs, in the living room,

~~~7~~n~1~n~~nedc~uurcnh taondl1T'~-'mush by listlessly staring at
the television to see the
umpteenth show that day.
I completely ignored my
mother.

-

When I finally
couldn't resist the human
necessity of not staying
in one place for my entire
life, I shuffied my feet slowly
over to my backpack, which
I had placed by the back door
of the living room when I had come
home from school on Friday. It was now Sunday,
a bright sunny day. But I was too "cool" (and
probably too ignorant) to take a moment to realize how beautiful this spring morning looked and
how lovely the ringing chirps of the birds sounded.
I opened the front pocket of my bookbag and
delved through the scores of tiny scraps of paper
that I had left in there and forgotten about. At
last, I pulled out the school newsletter that my
homeroom teacher had passed out to everyone. I
wouldn't want to read that, of course.
Anyway, I took one look at the front page
of the newsletter and decided its destiny was the
wastebasket, totally unaware of the harm that just
a few wasted sheets of paper could cause for the
Earth. I practiced the jump shot my basketball
coach said I needed to improve by tossing the
newsletter into the trash can. I scored two points,
with the papers landing flawlessly in the center of
the garbage can.
"Catherine! Why did you leave the sink on? I
know you were the last one in the bathroom and
the faucet's still running." This was my mother
agam.
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"Alright, Mom! I give in. I'll try to remember
to turn off the lights and the faucet off when I'm
not using them. Okay?" I surrendered, frustrated. But, I have to admit, I knew it
wouldn't really happen.
The following autumn, my
parents dragged me and my
kid brother, Freddie, along
when they went hiking
in the mountains. As you
can likely guess, I wasn't
too enthusiastic about the
whole nature theme associated with hiking. But when
we reached that one cliff,
the one that looked out over
thousands of trees with their
red and orange leaves, I couldn't
help myself. I was awestruck by the
powerful feeling that those trees gave
me, and I couldn't help but wonder, "What have I
been doing all these years. For my entire life, I have
not once been wise enough to open up and let
some of this majestic feeling inside of me, not once
been wise enough to rescue this family of trees. If
everyone does not take action soon, the gift of our
breathtaking environment will be lost!"
Since then, I have made an effort to shut off
the lights when I leave a room and the sink faucet
when it's not being used, so that I can guard not
only the trees but every other part of our Earth. I
recycle papers, aluminum cans, bottles, and cardboard boxes instead of throwing them away. I have
gone to great lengths to protect our world, and it is
definitely worthwhile. Why, exactly, do I do it? For
that powerful and awesome feeling that family of
trees gave me while I was hiking.
-Leah Wolfe, 10, New Jersey.
Leah has both Jewish and Christian
heritage, Leah writes that she is very
concerned abou t the genocide that is
going on in Daifur and wants to help
end it. She is also concerned about the
deterioration oj our Earth, which is why
she Ivrote this story.
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Mother Nature

If Winter Were

I asked the forest...
Where do you get your luscious scent?
I asked the waterfalL..
How do you make your relaxing noise?
I asked the rain...
How do you get your perfect shape?
Then I asked the wind to blow me to the east.

If winter were a person she would be beautiful
like an ice skater.
Winter would have white crystal hair and cold
piercing blue eyes as blue as the sky, and red
lips like cherries.
Winter would wear a long dress with a white
jacket and have jewels all around her neck.

I asked the breeze...
How do you make that salty aroma?

Winter would smell like pine trees surrounded
by huckleberries.

I asked the clouds...
What makes you so dreamy?

Winter would spend her days riding her horse
made of ice or skating like a gliding penguin.

Winter would stay up at night making'icicles
I asked the coast...
Do you like what you see as you gaze across the ocean?
kl'
d'
cis' th
nli ht J:
spar 109 as lamon 10 e moo g Hor
Then I asked the wind to blow me to the south.
rooftops.
I asked the sand...
What makes you so soft?
I asked the ocean...
What makes you so royal blue?
I asked the tides ...
Do you ever feel you're not on time?
I asked the island...
Do you like being all by yourself?

-Abigail Hanlon, grade 6, Pennsylvania.

Haikus
Snow Day
Watching the news channel
Hoping your school's name comes on
Yells ofjoy... no school!
-Alexa Dominytus, 13, Pennsylvania.

Then I asked the wind to blow me to the west.
I asked the sun...
How do you give off heat all day?
I asked the desert...
Do you ever feel like you end?
I asked the mountains ...
What's it like being at the top?

The brisk morning air
Trees looming over the Earth
Standing silently
-Rebecca Mobley, 14, Penl1sylvania.

Clouds moving slowly
Way up so very high
Ocean in the sky.

And I ask myself
"Why question perfection?"
-Natalie Ficco, 14, Pennsylvannia.
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-Becca Ira ian as, 13, PeHnsylval1ia.
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•

Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
• Cheap Cars or Ecological Mass Transit? A well-

• UTomen in Mexico City welcome new female-only

respected Indian auto maker, Tata Motors, plans to
market its four seater, four door car later this year.
While it gives better gas milage than most cars in the
US market, environmentalists are expressing serious
concerns over this. Why? With a million new cars on
the road each year, there will be even more gridlock
in most Indian cities. The Center for Science and
Environment in India suggests that the government
should tax all autos heavily and use the money to build
mass transit systems in big cities in the country.

buses after years of dealing with groping and verbal
harassment from men on public buses. The femaleonly buses are decorated with "ladies only" pink signs
on the windshields to warn the men. Now, women
can travel in ease, chatting with each other or putting on makeup, instead of fighting off unwanted male
attention. It might seem odd after a long history of
civil movement to give men and women equal rights
that women in Mexico are welcoming the segregation. Unlike in the United States, many large cities in
the world (Mumbai, for example) already have similar
systems which allow women the freedom to use their
crowded mass transit systems safely during rush hours.

• The u.s. Congress has finally passed an energy bill
that sets higher fuel efficiency standards for new
cars, appliances and buildings, and an increased production of ethanol and other synthetic fuels by the
year 2022. But the energy bill is not bold enough and
what it offers might be too late in terms of global
warming consequences!
Increased demand for corn-based ethanol has already
increased nitrogen runoff via the Mississippi River
in the Gulf of Mexico, contributing to a "dead
zone" of about an 8,000 sq. mile area without sufficient oxygen to support fish, crab or shrimp. It has
grown steadily since 1985, when it was first discovered. Experts fear a rapid expansion as the nation
increases ethanol production.

• Right to Dry! Many community and homeowners'
associations in the U.S. have, in recent years, banned
clotheslines, considering them to be eyesores. The
"Right to Dry" movement was born in opposition to
this trend, saying that residents have the right to airdry their clean laundry on an outdoor clothesline if
they choose to. Line-drying clothing is a simple way
for homeowners to reduce their energy consumption.
An electric dryer uses nearly 1,100 kwh of energy
per household per year. In response, Florida and Utah
have created laws that prohibit associations from banning clotheslines, but are so far the only two states to
do so. Clotheslines are the best "Solar Dryers" yet!

• Carbon Laundering? A recent report by the
Centre for Climate Change concluded that about
25% of China's carbon dioxide (C0 2) emissions
are attributable to its export trade with Europe
and the United States. The report points out that
large global trade of many developing countries
implies that their carbon footprint is international.

• Earth Island Journal reports that a proposed
nuclear power plant on the Indonesian island of
Java is facing opposition from a group of Muslim
clerics who claim the facility is forbidden under
Islam because the risk to human lives outweighs
the benefits.
• High Country News recently reported that wind
turbines are not as hazardous to birds as some say. The
windmills, which generate carbon-neutral electricity,
are only responsible for an estimated 28,500 bird deaths
a year. Annually, powerlines take out 130 million birds,
cars 80 million, and cats eat 100 million birds. Buildings are responsible for the most bird deaths, taking
down around 500 million each year.
• A growing number of local governments are slowly
but surely realizing the need to curb the use of throwaway plastic water bottles due to health and pollution.

• On 11 Feb. 2008, Longest Walk II participants will take the first step of their a 5 month journey from San
Francisco to Washington, DC, arriving on July 11 tho The Longest Walk's southern route is being led by AIM
(American Indiana Movement) co-founder Dennis J. Banks. It is an extraordinary grassroots effort on a national
level to bring attention to the environmental disharmony of Mother Earth, sacred site issues, and to commemorate the 30th anniversary of the original longest walk. For more information, visit: longestmarch.org
[exce rpted from various news sources. }
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To the Tree Stand
steady the base of
the ladder."

My feet crunch through a crazy quilt
of leaves as I follow my grandfather and
brother through the forest. A rocky riverbed is the road to my grandfather's tree
stand, and I'm looking for dry stones on
which to balance. It is my first time going
into the woods to check how the stand
had fared through the summer storms.
Every fall, my brother Andy helps Pa
strengthen the tree stand. They leave before
the sun is up, dressed in their red-checkered winter flannel shirts, hot coffee canisters swinging from their fingertips. The
past couple of years, I noticed a pull that made me want
to be a part of this tradition. Last week I announced my
intention to go with them. I had my own reasons.
My grandfather is a bit of a mystery to me. In the
chaos of our family, it is easy to disappear. Maybe a
quiet time in the forest will do us all some good.
"We're here!" Andy's voice shook me. I was concentrating so hard on my footing that I hardly noticed
how much time had passed or how far we'd traveled.
I looked up into the tall, strong maple to see a simple wooden platform surrounded by a railing. Leading
up to the platform was a ladder that looked like it
could use some strengthening.
As Pa and Andy removed the tools from their
pouches, I looked around me. The golden sunlight
pushed through the almost-bare branches to spotlight
the mosses and lichens on the fallen branches and
rocks.
Soon the tap-tapping of the hammers echoed
around the forest. I looked for signs of wildlife. An old,
scarred tree stood off to my right. Was the gaping hole
an owl's home, with him in there, clutching his mouse
from last night's hunt. As I scuffed through the underbrush, I thought about the millions of bugs that were
quietly munching their way under the fallen leaves.
Could a few scratches in the dirt have been the work
of a hungry skunk, intent on his nightly search for
grubs?
"Jess, we're finished!" Andy and Pa's calls ended my
explorations.
"Go on up and try it, Jess," Pa encouraged. "I built
this thing in 1979, and have fixed it up every fall since
then. I'm going to the riverbed for some rocks to
Page 26

I pulled myself
up one rung at
a time. When I
reached the platform, I could see
up and down the
slope of the forest.
I squinted through
the thin brown
branches, trying to
see what my grandfather saw when he sat up here. Maybe he thought
about the same things I had been thinking about: the
forest animals. Did he think about the owls, the skunks,
and the worms?
I placed my hands on the support beams and
noticed that he had scratched the words 'Wally 79' in
the wood. Wally was his nickname, one that I was less
familiar with. Further along the plank I saw a carving
that looked like it said ZOO. While staring at it, I figured out that it said 200. What was this? The number
of deer he had taken from the woods? Couldn't be .. .I
figured that couldn't be right.
"Hey, Andy, what's this 200?"
"It's not a 200, Jess. It's for the year 2000-he's
going to carve the last number in the last year he uses
the stand," he said, his face looking up to mine.
I turned back to the plank. My lungs felt airless.
How would Pa know what the last year would be?
Why wouldn't he keep on coming to the forest? Only
the darkest answers could satisfy these questions. I
couldn't bear to think that someone who was a constant presence in my life might someday cease to be.
I heard the snap of twigs and shuffle of leaves as my
grandfather returned, a flat, gray stone in each hand.
"Great job Pa, real sturdy," I called down to him,
even though my throat was tight.
He started up the ladder and I worried that the
stand wouldn't hold both of us.
But it did. He arrived at the top and eased himself
onto the floor with me. We both looked out over the
land while Andy scooted around below, mushroom
hunting.
"So what is with the 200?" I blurted out. I felt bad
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somehow, embarrassed that I didn't know him better.

time. Perhaps all relationships were like that.

"Oh, it's just a little chronicle, that's all. I get to
thinking, sitting up here by myself," he said. "The last
year I come ~p here, I'll carve in the number there." He
pointed to the yet unscratched wood.

I wondered if it was possible to really know someone. I decided that I had a lot more to learn, and that
maybe all I needed was more time. I knew then that I'd
be a regular visitor in the forest and in my grandfather's
life, and that we'd trek together to the tree stand. ~:~

"Is that what you think about up here?" My words
squeaked out.
"Oh, I think about everything, you know ... up
here I ha.ve time and peace." He ran his heavy hand
on the smooth weathered wood. "Most of the time
I'm enjoying the wind whistling through the trees, the
rustling of the leaves. Sometimes I enjoy the snow falling. Mostly I think about you guys and God, and about
how lucky I am."
My throat only allowed a little "Hmmm" in agreement. Maybe everyone who had time and fresh aIr
thought these things.
We sat together in a comfortable silence as we
watched the upper branches of the trees move and sway.
A sparkling shower of yellow leaves swirled and
twirled on down to the forest floor, their life for the
year over. It would be a long icy winter before a new
crop of light green leaves came out to take their place.
I supposed everything that was living was like that,
ephemeral-trees, animals, even us.
I didn't say much on the ride back to the house
that day. I hated thinking about the future, about that
lonely little stand, hand-built by my grandfather, someday unknown, rotting, falling down. Would anyone
know it was there, would anyone care about it, about
the man who had built it? That he had loved and had
been loved, too?
Later on I shuffled around the house, feeling lost.
I found Andy on the couch reading a book. "So you
knew about the 200? Why didn't you tell me?" I leaned
heavily against the doorjamb.
"Jess, it's not something you go around blabbing
about, you know? I was going to go back and fill in
the last number in case anything, you know, happened.
Whether anyone else knew it, I was going to complete
the date." Andy's voice trailed ofT.
I walked away and stood at my bedroom window,
staring out at the moon. I had discovered a hidden part
of my grandfather. Even the forest animals and their
quiet, circular lives had been revealed to me. The skunks
and the grubs, the owl and the mouse, even the leaves
and the trees had relationships that lasted only one lifeMar. - Apr. 2008

-Amy Emm is an avid reader, gardener and a recycler
who lives in New York. Art by Pallia Gregovich.

Our Holiday for the Trees
Every year we celebrate a special holiday
just for the trees. It is called 7Oo-bish-vat. I am
taught that the trees should be thanked every
year because they give us so many things that
are put to good use. They give us oxygen to
breathe. They give us refreshing shade for those
hot summer days, and give us paper to write
on. They also give us juicy and crisp fruit that
can always be counted on to satisfy. In Israel,
jewish children and adults plant many trees
on this special holiday, almost like a present!
I do not live in Israel, but I am jewish, and I
am told that to plant a tree is to do a Mitzvah.
Mitzvah is a Hebrew word that means a good
deed, and is a commandment from God as
well. For example, helping as a volunteer at
a food bank that helps people without much
money survive is a Mitzvah.

7Oo-bish-vat is a very important holiday for
my religion because we get to thank nature for
one of its main gifts. Trees are so important in
Israel that there is an organization that gives
anyone around the globe the opportunity to
have a tree planted in Israel for someone else.
That way people can thank the trees all year
round. 7Oo-bish-vat is one of my favorite jewish
holidays. I live in the United States ofAmerica,
but I feel that jewish children in Israel are
related to me because we all believe that the
trees are an important part of the Earth and
need to be cared for. We all celebrate our special holiday for the trees and we can always
feel connected in that special way.
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-Lara Moehlman,11, New Jersey.
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A Parent at I 2 Years!
t all started when about 45 of us were each given
seeds. Seeds of all colours, shapes and sizes. Seeds
that somebody had to nurture, grow, love and bring up
like a child. Who do you think took up that responsibility? Us! Forty-five children of all ages who had
volunteered to participate in a unique 'Sow and Grow'
program organized by Rays of Hope, a Thane (India)
based environmental organization for children.

I looked after them for many more months. They
began putting out branches and new leaves and really
grew fast. However, when I came back from my summer vacation, to my sadness, I discovered that two of
the saplings had dried up even though they had been
watered every day in my absence. I realized that the
ones that I put my worms into had not died. I concluded this as a probable effect of vermiculture.

I was given six seeds of Purple Bauhinia (Bauhillia
purpurea) to take care of. Some of the others had seeds
of laburnum, Karan}, mango, almond and other indigenous trees of India. I sowed mine in a coconut shell,
which I filled with cowdung and soil. For a few days,
nothing happened. The shell just lay in my balcony.

My surviving plants were growing well. But then
the day came when I realized that they could not keep
living in a plastic bag in a small balcony. If they had
to grow into the trees that they were destined to be, I
would have to part with them.

I

When I went to check on my seeds I shouted with
delight! For there, in the shell, were six little shoots
coming up, out of the cowdung. I was ecstatic!
The sight of those new leaves curiously poking
their heads out to see the world, filled my heart with
joy. I finally had my little plants actually growing. Soon
they would become trees! Large, majestic, shady and
bursting with beautiful purple flowers-I could already
see them in my mind's eye. I was overjoyed at the
thought of having a tree that I could call my own and
that I would never, never allow anybody to cut down!!
The bauhinia tree is also called" camel's foot"
because of the shape of its leaves. These leaves look like
two separate rounded leaves joined together. One of
my botanist friends explained to me that this tree had
been named after the Bauhin twins, John and Gaspard,
who were French botanists.
Little by little they grew bigger and bigger. I figured
they liked music, so I'd to take my guitar to the balcony and sing to them every day. Their stems became
stronger and more leaves appeared. The minute I saw
that they had grown even the slightest bit, I would run
around the house yelling "It's grown! It's grown!" and I
wouldn't stop until everyone in the house had given a
comment on it. Just like a newborn's proud mother!
After several months, I took my saplings (which
had grown quite big) to the Rays of Hope center in
Thane. There, all of us had to take the plants out from
the shells and re-pot them (or rather re-bag them) into
old, reused plastic bags. In the process of putting in
fresh cow dung-soil, I found four little worms. I put
them in my plants, which I had named Rahul, Preeti,
Ramesh and Sandy.
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It was the 5th of June, World Environment Day!
I decided to attend the tree planting ceremony of the
Bombay Natural History Society at Navi Mumbai.
A large playground on Palm Beach Road had been
offered as a site to plant trees all along its borders. I took
along with me three of my saplings-Rahul, Preeti and
Ramesh. (I wanted to plant Sandy in my own compound) Here my beloved saplings would be among others of their own age and would be lovingly looked after
until they grew big and strong. There were all kinds
and sizes of saplings-flowering, medicinal and others.
I went around as the "watering-boy" for every sapling
being planted. Then the time came to plant my saplings.
I first dug out earth to create space for my plants to
firmly take root. I took them out of the plastic cover,
placed them in the soil, covered up their roots with my
own hands and watered them thorougWy.
The time had now come to say goodbye to my saplings. As I went away, I felt a bit sad. "But never mind," I
said to myself. "They'll be happy here, and anyways, I've
still got Sandy!"
There's nothing like nurturing and looking after
something and seeing it grow in front of your own eyes.
I'm waiting for the time when they will grow into trees.
I understand that if young saplings are looked after for
the first three years of their life, they grow up as strong
trees, which need no more looking after.
My balcony looks a little empty now, but it won't
be long before I get some more seeds to create some
more friends for the world of the future.
If you who want a large family with many brothers
or sisters ... go ahead and plant a few seeds and grow a
few saplings, and you'll know what I'm talking about. >:<
-Soora} Bislwoi, 12, loves lIlusic and l/lriting, India.
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The Autobiography of a Raindrop
When we raindrops turned ten,
we went to the ritual grounds and evaporated. The
ritual grounds were nothing more than a plain full
of grass, but us raindrops still thought it was special.
It was humid out there. I should have brought
a water bottle. I felt a bump, then a series of bumps,
and then I was pushed into the air by an invisible hand. All my life, I've lived in a murky puddle.
Now, I am going to evaporate. Evaporation! The
first stage in the water cycle.
Fresh air! I twirled around in it. It's hard to
describe the feeling you get. It's like you're put
under a curse so that you can't move for a year, and
then, finally, you're free.
A cloud! Cool! I saw a sign that said, "This
Cloud is Going to Empty in 15 Minutes."
I met a raindrop there named Jonathan. He
said, "Hey, you're going too, huh? Well, I'm from
a tomato plant. My mom and daddy's names are
Ingrid and George. I like to bug my little sisters;
they are named Merry and Pippin. They're twins."
He was the talkative type. In an instant we became
best buds.

''I'm Peter. I'm from a mud puddle. It's very
dirty down there, you know. I have one little brother and his name is Charles Wallace. I love him very
much. He's 6 years old and very smart. My mom
and dad's names are Jennifer and Fred."
He explained that we would get three choices
of where to land. Some examples were grass, dog,
people, tree and so on. He said I could pick.

It was finally our turn to choose. We could
choose dog, basket or meatloaf. Meatloaf sounded
interesting, so I pointed to that one. Several raindrops snickered. Jonathan tried to stop me, but the
raindrop pointed to a very short line.
I met a boy in line named Sam. He said we
were going to depart soon. Immediately after Sam
said that, the lead raindrop said, "Go!" The puff
below us disappeared. We were falling.
"Is this going to hurt?" I asked Jonathan.
"I don't know," he said.
I saw giant things that were moving, packing up a basket with food. I suddenly realized that
meatloaf was a type of food! "Grrrr... ," I muttered.
This was embarrassing.
Choosing to land on a
.\
pile of food.
Suddenly there was
a great noise, and we
were on a piece of meat.
That must have been the
meatloaf. This was going
to be my home forever.
I'm 69 right now,
writing this autobiography for more raindrops
to read. Who knows, this
might get into the hands
of a human as well!

*

-Art and story by
Carolina Zheng, 11, ChilleseA lIleriCall, ,\.leul York.
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Drink That Tap Water!
Rosa turned on the tap.
Carlos balked" I can't drink tap
water! Mama says it's full of poison."
"It is not."
"How would you know?"
"Tia works at the water treatment plant. And
she doesn't put poison in the water."
"Prove it."
"Get your bike."
Rosa stopped her bike at the lake. "There's a
big pipe in there, where our water comes from."
Carlos stuck out his tongue. "We can't swim in that
water, it's polluted."
"That's because of bacteria, which mostly comes
from goose poop. The city doses the pipe water with
cWorine to kill the bacteria. Next they screen sand and
stuff from the water, then pump it to the treatment
plant."
They walked to the doors and Rosa pressed the
intercom. Tia buzzed them in, "They have security here
now in case of terrorism."Tia led Rosa and Carlos to a
room with windows overlooking the lake. "This is the
control room where the operators use computers to
run the plant. Those icons that look like green and red
Christmas bulbs let the operators know which pumps
are on or off. The ones that look like a car's gas gauge
show how full the reservoirs are-an important consideration in case of a fire."
"Is the water tower with our town's name on it a
reservoir?"
"Yes."
"What else do the operators do?"
''I'll show you," Tia said, and she led them down
the hall to a room with industrial mixers. "Here we
have the flash mixers, where we add aluminum sulfate
and polyelectrolyte."
"Polly what?"
"Polly-eleck-troll-light," said Rosa. "It's used to
make dirt heavy."
"Why do that?"
"The electrolytes stick to dirt particles, making
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them big and heavy, so they settle to the bottom of the
flocculation tanks, where we remove the dirt."
"Flock-you ... "
Rosa gasped. "Carlos!"
Tia smiled. "Flock-you-Iay-shun. Flocculation.
C'mon, I'll show you the tanks." She led them into a
dark room filled with rectangular basins. The water they
contained swirled about lazily.
"They look pretty cloudy," said Carlos.
"That's due to the electrolytes."
"Are electrolytes poisonous?"
"No. They resemble liquid gelatin."
"Too bad they're not cherry flavored."
"I think I'd like that, too." Tia pulled a key ring
from her uniform pocket and opened a door. "This
next part is most important."
"Swimming pools!" said Carlos.
"These are media filters. You can't swim in them.
Their gravel beds topped with special fine-grain sand
and anthracite charcoal filter out particulate matter,
including microscopic viruses."
Carlos leaned on the rails to stare at the bubbling
tanks. "That seems pretty simple."
"It works well. The water turbidity, or purity, must
be below one point per million. That's like having one
dirty sock mixed in with a million clean ones. Would
you like to see a backwash?"
"What's that?"
"We do one every few hours to keep the media filters clean and working their best." Tia flipped a switch
and one of the tanks began to bubble furiously. Soon
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the water in it rose up and spilled over the side into
long channels.
"Whoa," said Carlos. "That backwash looks kind of
dirty. Where does it go?"
"To a settling tank. The dirt is sent to the landfill,
and the backwash water goes into the sewage system."
"Looks like they thought of everything."

"What's the distribution system?"
"It's the reservoirs, pumps, and pipes that take the
clean water from the plant and distribute it to our
houses, schools, hospitals, and fire hydrants."
"I get the point," said Carlos.
"More than a million gallons of water each day."
"WOW."

"Water treatment has been around since olden
times," said Rosa. "Like back in the 1930s."

Rosa said, "Show him the lab where you test the
water."

Tia stopped beside a door covered with danger
signs and pulled three pairs of dark plastic goggles off
the wall. "We have to wear these. Ozonation uses a
powerful ultraviolet light that's like looking at the sun."

Carlos looked at the room full of test tubes, equipment, and blinking lights, and said, "It's like Pinky and
the Brain!"

"You keep using all these big words," Carlos complained.
Rosa sighed. "Oh-zone-ay-shun. Ozonation."
Tia pointed. "See that machine that looks like the
Austin Powers death ray? That's the ozone generator."
"You mean like in the ozone layer?" Carlos asked.
"Exactly. Inside the generator is an ultraviolet lamp
that turns oxygen from the air into ozone, just like the
rays of the sun do in the upper atmosphere. Ozone
destroys chemicals that can make the water taste bad.
It also kills any bacteria that might still be alive, and
microbes like Giardia and Cryptosporidium that can
make people sick."
"Gee-are-dee-ah and what?"
Rosa rolled her eyes. "Crypt-like the crypt-keeper-toe-spore-id-eee-um. Say it."

"Tia tests the water hourly to ensure it's safe for us
to drink," said Rosa.
"Every hour?"
"Yup," said Tia, "although some substances, like
bacteria, are tested daily. Not just from the plant; from
several sites throughout the distribution system. There
are more than one hundred contaminants that we test
for on a periodic basis. We report the test results to the
health department and federal authority, so the water
won't harm anybody."
"So why does my Mama say the water is full of
poison?"
"Maybe she doesn't know."
"Well, I'm going to tell her."
"Good," said Rosa. "Now let's get some popsicles."
"R ace you to th e store.J" ..........
~I'"

Carlos said to Tia, "Could we use that to put ozone
back in the atmosphere?"

-Photos and story by Kathryn Crow, Canada.

"No. Ozone is dangerous for us to breathe. It's created by car exhaust and causes smog alert days in the
summer. It belongs in the upper atmosphere."
Tia led them into a concrete room with giant-sized
wooden barrels. "These are fluoride storage tanks, the
last step in the process."
"Oh, I know!" Carlos said. "For our teeth."
"Right." Tia pointed through the window into a
room with big green cylinders in it. "Those are the
chlorine tanks. After the fluoride, we add a touch more
chlorine, to keep the water clean throughout the distribution system."
Mar. - Apr. 2008
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They Played What?! The VVeird History of Sports and
Rccreatio/l by Richard Platt (Tz/lo-Can). Over the centuries, people have found many ways to have fun, either as
players or as spectators. Learn about the weird and wonderful, and surprisingly dangerous history of sports and
recreation. Ages 9 to 14. ISBN: 978-1-58728-585-1.
There's an Opossum in My Backyard by Gary
Bogue, Illustr. Chuck Todd (Heyday) Follow a baby
opossum who becomes separated from her family.
Forced to fend for herself, the opossum learns to forage for food, fend of hostile creatures, and make friends.
Ages 4-8. ISBN 978-1-59714-059-1.
One Hen by Katie Smith Milway, Illustr. Eugenie
Fernandes (Kids Can Press). This is the story of how
changes happen in the world-one person, one family, one community at a time. Kojo, a poor child in a
Ghanaian town, gets a small loan which he uses to buy
a hen. Read what happens next. Ages 7 to 11. ISBN:
978-1-55453-028-1.

Miss Crandall's School for Young Ladies & Little
Misses of Color by Elizabeth Alexander and Marilyn
Nelson, pictures by Floyd Cooper (Boyds Mills). Miss
Crandall's young students knew that she had committed no crime. They knew that the real criminals were
the rich white residents of Canterbury, Connecticut,
who had poisoned the school's water and set fire to the
schoolhouse. But they could not keep these girls away
from the school. Ages 9-13. ISBN 978-1-59078-456-3.
Jack Pine by Christopher Patton and Illustr. by Cybele
Young (Groundwood). This is the story of a small nurse
tree called Jack Pine found in Canada, east of the
Rockies and elsewhere. The trees are short, twisted, and
gnarled. While unsightly and tenacious, they shelter the
saplings of Red and Pitch, against strong winds and sun.
Creative three-dimensional collages recreate the world
ofJack Pine. Ages 8-12. ISBN 978-0-88899-780-7.

Naina's Adventure by Enakshi Choudhuri, illustr.
Jacob Nicholas (Orbolo Books). Naina, who lives in the
Mammals Who Morph by Jennifer Morgan, Illustr. U.S., longs to see her grandparents in India. One night
Dana Lynne Andersen (Dawn). This remarkable Book she goes on a magical Goodnight Express to visit them.
Three of the evolution series is the amazing story of Learn Hindi phrases. Ages 5-9. ISBN 0-9776327-0-9.
mammals. It picks up with the extinction of dinosaurs, A Place for Butterflies by Melissa Stewart, Illustr.
and tells how tiny mammals survived and morphed into Higgins Bond (Peachtree). Butterflies have filled our
lots of new EartWings. Ages 8-11. ISBN 1584-69085-2.
world with beauty and grace for over 140 million years.
The Bat-Chen Diaries edited by Judyth Groner, The book introduces us to some of the ways human
translated by Diana Rubanenko (Kar-Ben). Fifteen- actions hurt butterflies, and how butterflies live and
year-old Bat-Chen Shahak was killed in a 1996 suicide grow. Ages 7-11. ISBN 978-1-5614-5357-9.
bombing in Israel. This is an anthology of her poetry
and her beautiful writing on friendship, love, future, and
death. Her diaries were originally in Hebrew and have
been translated into English for this book. Ages 11-17.
ISBN 978-0-8225-7223-7.

Medicinal Plants of North America, a coloring
book by Beth Judy. (wwwfloradelaterre.com). Medicinal
plants heal or prevent illnesses. They've been a valuable
resource for millennia. Today, many species are struggling to survive. Ages 7-12. ISBN 978-0-9792302-0-2.

Will It Blow? Become a Volcano Detective at Mount St.
Helens by Elizabeth Rusch, Illustr. K.E. Lewis (Sasquatch).
Will the volcano blow again? When? This scrapbook
style book is a great way to learn about the interesting
tools and science that makes it possible to predict volcanic activities. Ages 8-13. ISBN 978-157061-509-2.

Lana's Lakota Moons by Virginia Driving Hawk
Sneve (Univ. if Nebraska Press). Lori and Lana are first
cousins who befriend a Hmong girl new to their
school. This story of friendship surviving a tragic year
illuminates profound shared truths about the human
spirit. Ages 12-16. ISBN 978-0-8032-6028-3.

Weird Weather by Kate Evans (Grol/ndwood). This
educational comic book is everything you didn't want
to know about climate change but probably should
find out. Very well researched, entertaining and informative! Ages 9-14. ISBN 978-0-88899-838-5.

Native Women of Courage for young readers by
Kelly Fournel (Book Publishing Co.). Read about ten
Native American women who challenged traditional
stereotypes and fought discrimination against indigenous people. Ages 9-13. ISBN 978-0-9779183-2-4.
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For Parents

&

Teachers

Healthy Living Spaces: Top 10 Hazards Affecting
Your Health by Daniel Stih (Healthy Living Spaces).
Stih details the ten most common things that negatively affect our health, from mold and pesticides to
fragrances and electrical wiring. He also includes tips
on how to reduce these toxins and live healthier lives.
Stih advocates" green cleaning" and shows how to get
a home clean and free from bacteria without the use
of chemicals or bleach. ISBN: 978-097946850-6.
Children's Literature of the Harlerrt Renaissance
by Katherine C. Smith (Indiana University Press). To
write in dialect or in "proper English"? To mention
the topic of slavery in a children's book? These were
questions that Harlem Renaissance literary figuresWE.B. Du Bois, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, and Langston
Hughes, for example-grappled with. This book illuminates that the Harlem Renaissance was not just a
cultural flourishing belonging to adults, but that many
writers were paying close attention to the youngest
generation. Children's literature was an important way
to convey ideals, history and spirit to a new generation. This book offers rare and intelligent insight into
African American literature of this period, and would
be useful reading for any conscientious person who
reads to children. The book affirms the importance of
the child, reminding us that children are crucial parts
of cultural revolutions too. ISBN 978-0-253-21888-9.
Telling Our Story: The Arab American National
Museum (www.arabamericanmuscum.org). On May 5,
2005, the Arab American community celebrated the
opening of the first Arab American National Museum.
It is located in the heart of the Arab American community in Dearborn, Michigan. It documents, preserves, celebrates and educates the public on the history, life, culture and contributions of Arab-Americans.
A resource to enhance our understanding of the Arab
Americans. Upper grades. ISBN: 97~-0-9767977-1-5.
What Kids Really Want to Ask: Using Movies
to Start Meaningful Conversations by Rhonda A.
Richardson and A. Margaret Pevec (www.VcmdB.col11).
What do kids need from their parents? High quality
time! This guidebook offers ways for engaging in a
rich relationship with kids. For all parents with children aged 10 to 14. ISBN 978-1-889242-31-6.
Mar. - Apr. 2008

D VDs for Use in Classroom
Two Goats On a Bridge: Stories to Promote Peace and
Protect the Planet by Yvonne Young (www.truthtales.
com). The DVD contains six stories from Margaret Read
MacDonald's book, Peace Tales and Earth Care. Ms.
Young, a retired educator, offers a wonderful re-telling
of the stories that bring nature awareness and human
values while providing entertainment. Appropriate for
showing in kindergarten through fourth grade classes.
Three Girls I Know ... (DVD with a study guide) by
Paula MOZer! (no excuses productions, www.3girlsiknow.
com). This is an engaging documenatry for high school
students. The three young women profiled in the video
speak from their personal experiences offering insights
and suggestions about sexuality, HIV/ AIDS, teen pregnancy and sexual orientation. While approximately 42
million people live with HIV/ AIDS worldwide, in the
U.S. there are about 887,000 diagnosed cases of AIDS.
Around 800,000 to 900, 000 teens aged 19 or younger
become pregnant each year in the U.S. This documentary offers an important discussion tool to increase
awareness of these issues.
Tak for Alt: Survival of a Human Spirit by Laura Bialis.
58 mins. (www.sireneifilms.com). An award-winning documentary (and a study guide) about the touching story
of Holocaust survivor and Civil Rights activist Judith
Meisel. The film helps young people connect with
Judith on a very personal level, to relate to her as a little
girl with the same fears, hopes and dreams as any other
child in the world. The story highlights that we are all
responsible for speaking out against intolerance, and
that each of us can make a posititve contribution to the
struggle for human freedom. The discussion questions
and post-viewing activities help further deepen the
understanding of tolerance in today's world.
The Refugees of the Blue Planet (National Film
Board if Canada) is a documentary (54 min.) that brings
us to the heart of environmental issues confronting
humanity. Each year, millions of people are driven to
forced displacement. Global warming and exploitation
of natural resources, such as oil and natural gas by mining, are degrading the life-supporting environments of
rural populations. This film sheds light on the plight
of "environmental refugees" from Maldives to Canada.
Suitable for middle grades and up.
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Food and Drugstore

Your Local Desert

creosote bush, scientists an.d botanists are still
learning what this plant can do. Some scientists
are even finding ways to use the creosote bush
as a form of chemotherapy for cancer patients.

"Mom, my throat hurts and I'm hungry!"
"Okay, son, grab a bowl and some scissors
and let's go outside."
Imagine hearing that from your mom! Go
.outside to get medicine?
Well, for thousands of years that's what the native
people of the Sonoran Desert did-they went outside
to find food and treatments for their illnesses. More
than 400 edible plants grow in the Sonoran Desert and
many of these plants can be used as medicines.
The Sonoran Desert is an arid region covering
120,000 square miles in southwestern Arizona, southeastern California and parts of Mexico. The Natives,
known as the Tohono O'odham (means the Desert
People), also called the Papago, and the Akimel a'odham
(the River People), also known as the Pima, and their
ancestors, have lived in the Sonoran Desert from roughly 300 B.C. Today, they number around 30,000.
The Sonoran Desert is considered a natural pharmacy because a treatment for almost every illness
known to man grows there.
One of the more common Sonoran Desert plants
is the creosote bush. This plant is considered to be the
oldest plant in the world and is sometimes called the
"drugstore of the desert."The creosote was traditionally
used to treat diseases the way penicillin is used today.
The creosote has been known to help cure colds, stomach cramps and to heal wounds and burns.

The mesquite tree is another common plant
and is known as the desert's "tree of life" since
it had so many uses. Bean pods from the tree were
used for food, the wood to build houses and the tree
roots for cords and ropes. Black gum, from the tree, was
placed on the gums of teething babies to help relieve
pain, and the tree's clear sap was used to soothe sore
throats. There is no part of the mesquite tree that cannot be used as a medicine.
The prickly pear cactus is a classic Western cactus.
This "Mickey Mouse ear" looking cactus grows in the
desert where nothing else will. The pink, pear shaped
fruits are edible and were used by some native peoples
as a source of dye for their wool. Some still use this
technique today.
Small skinned sections of the prickly pear pads
were held on gums and cheeks to lessen inflanunation
from gum infections and mouth sores. To cure earaches,
a split pad was warmed and placed over the ear. Juice
from the prickly pear was used as a soothing skin lotion
for minor rashes and sunburn,just like we use aloe vera
today. The most remarkable use for the prickly pear
cactus was to control the blood sugar levels in diabetics.

The creosote is a tough little plant, too. It is resistant
to heat, drought, poor soil and competition. The creosote exudes chemicals in the soil to keep other plants
from growing and will fight aggressively for any available water. The creosote usually wins because its root
systems are deep and extensive. Amazingly, the creosote
can live up to two years without water.

Are you wondering how people found these medicines? One answer is that the native peoples watched
what the animals ate. If it helped them with an ailment
then it just might help humans. The most probable
answer is simply, trial and error. A person might be looking for something to eat and eventually realize that after
eating this food they began to feel better. On the other
hand, one might have found something that had very
unpleasant effects on them.

The Spanish explorers who first came to the
Sonoran Desert called the creosote "Little Stinker"
because of the thick, sweet odor the plants emit after a
rain storm. This odor is a medicine itself because it contains antibiotic properties and when the leaves of the
bush are boiled the smell helps loosen nasal passages. A
pre-historic Vicks!

After gaining a full understanding of how these
plants work, the people of the Sonoran Desert had
their very own pharmacy in the desert. It is illegal to go
out and gather these natural plants today because many
of them are protected by the Arizona Native Plant Law;
however, with special permission, many of these plants
are now sold in ethnic grocery stores in Arizona.

Because there are so many medicinal uses for the
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-Carrie A. Greer, a student, lives ill Arizolla.
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Story and photographs aboHt the return of the
Cranes and Snow Geese to their winter ground
south ifAlbuquerque, New Mexico.

T

he Bosque del Apache, translated from a
Spanish word meaning Apache Indian Woods,
is a warm winter home for birds migrating
from as far away as the Arctic. It is winter home to
Sandhill Cranes, Snow Geese, Herons, Crows, Eagles,
and I even spotted a Roadrunner (bottom right). The
Rio Grande flattens out here, creating a natural wetland for the birds. This offers them shelter and food.
At sunrise thousand of birds fly in and dot the sky.

I was captivated by the multitude of birds flocking
together in the bosque. If you are patient, you can see
Blue Heron on long legs fishing in the wet bog.
Look at the picture of the dead tree full of crows
(on back cover). >:~

- T/alorie Goldenbrook, photographer, New Mexico.
She adds, "I love taking pictures of mountains, streams and
sky because they hold such a stroug sense of the sacred. As
a photographer, I want to capture a feeling, hold a moment,
and portray au action.}} If you are interested in more
information or visiting this important habitat, go to
www.friendsofthebosque.org/Friendsindex.html.

It is amazing to see!

This wildlife refuge wilderness is about 30,000
acres and is considered the northern edge of the
Sonoran Desert. "A Sea of Flight" is a picture (see back
cover) of Snow Geese corning in to land in the fields of
hay and grain. Only when they are flying can you see
the black of their wings.
"Full Sky" is a close up look at their wings (above).
"Bird Dawn" on the back cover shows a few
cranes in flight and the black dots in the background
are hundreds of birds flying into the sunrise. I love the
silhouette of the crane in flight just before the sun rises
to brighten the sky.
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-V'alorie Goldenbrook, New Mexico. See page 35.
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